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Introduction: Because they are dominated by enstatite, a nearly FeO-free pyroxene, and Si-bearing FeNi metal, along with minor amounts of unusual monosulfides such as niningerite (MgS), oldhamite (CaS) and alabandite (MnS), the enstatite chondrites have long been thought to have formed under extremely reducing conditions [1,2]. Like the ordinary chondrites, enstatite chondrites exhibit a range of petrologic types from type 3, with sharply defined chondrules, through type 6, with no discernable chondrules. Detailed study of unevoluted enstatite chondrites (UECs) shows that they contain minor amounts of olivine and pyroxene with significant (>3 wt%) FeO contents which has been described as a ubiquitous component of the UECs [3,4]. On the basis of cathodoluminescence (CL) characteristics three generations of enstatite have been identified in UECs [4]. Some of the FeO-rich grains have different oxygen isotopic compositions from typical UEC enstatite grains while others do not [5]. This body of work shows that enstatite chondrites are not homogeneous, highly reduced rocks, but instead are complex objects, containing materials from multiple sources that record different redox histories. We have undertaken a study of the valence of Ti in E chondrites of grades 3-6 to better understand redox conditions of the source regions of their components and to see how Ti valence and coordination vary with metamorphic grade in these samples.

Methods: The samples being investigated in the initial phase of the study are the falls Qingzhen (EH3), Indarch (EH4), St. Mark’s (EH5) and the find Y980211 (EH6). Chondrules and areas to be analyzed were selected based on examination with the scanning electron microscope (backscattered electron imaging and energy-dispersive analysis) and were analyzed by electron probe. The valence of Ti in olivine (Ol) and pyroxene was determined directly by X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy using methods previously described [7]. Spots analyzed by XANES were also analyzed by electron microprobe and found to contain up to 0.2 wt% TiO$_2$.

Results: Six chondrules in Qingzhen (QZ) and two in Indarch (IN) have been analyzed by XANES thus far. In QZ, CH6 is a type IAB with subhedral, 10-50 \textmu m Ol grains enclosed in enstatite (En) and in devitrified mesostasis. CH8 is a radial pyroxene chondrule. CH10 also is a type IAB, with coarser Ol and En and less mesostasis than CH6. CH11 is a compound chon-
Ti valence. XANES results are summarized in Fig. 2, sorted by inferred CL color and plotted against FeO content. Valences range from 3.12±0.05 to 3.72±0.07 except for the one analysis of CH8, at 4.0±0.08. The FeO-rich pyx of CH12 (not plotted due to its off-scale FeO contents) averages 3.7±0.1, indistinguishable from blue (pure) En in the same chondrule. This is unlike other chondrules, where the red En, with an average Ti valence of 3.4±0.2, tends to be more reduced than the blue, which averages 3.7±0.1. CH11 has OL with a Ti valence of 3.8±0.1 and red En that averages 3.2±0.1, the largest intrachondrule range. Within the color groups there is no correlation between FeO content and Ti valence. No differences are seen between the Qingzhen and Indarch data sets, although the latter is small. Several measurements of Ti valence in olivine were obtained and they range from 3.40±0.07 to 3.78±0.07.

Discussion: The \( fO_2 \)s inferred from typical E-chondrite (EC) mineral assemblages (pure En, Si-bearing metal, Mg-sulfides) are several orders of magnitude below those of a system of solar composition [2]. This leads to the reasonable expectation that all Ti in E-chondrites is trivalent. In contrast, the presence of Ti\(^{4+}\) in all pyroxene and olivine analyzed supports previous suggestions, based on observations of FeO-bearing pyroxene and olivine, that materials in ECs formed from originally oxidized precursors that underwent reduction [3,4]. The present results show that some oxidized Ti survived this event. The reverse sequence has been inferred for chondrules in ordinary chondrites (OC): that their precursors formed in reducing environments, and that they contain reduced Ti that survived chondrule formation in an environment where Fe\(^{2+}\) was stable [9]. Both the EC and OC chondrule studies are consistent with the interpretation that redox equilibria-